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Directed Energy Weapons Market 2017–By Identifying the Key Market Segments and Key players

holding market share

PUNE, INDIA, November 21, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Threat of attack from hostile forces to

propel demand for Directed Energy Weapons (DEWs) globally

Most innovations in Directed Energy Weapons (DEWs) have been demonstrated by developed

nations which maintain expeditionary forces and technical superiority. Regions such as North

America and Europe have ensured continuous development of DEWs in order to improve the

offensive capabilities of the armed forces and also uplift the defense capabilities against attack

from hostile forces and terrorist organizations. Increasing threats of Intercontinental Ballistic

Missiles (ICBM) attacks by countries such as Iran and North Korea have compelled the US and its

allies to pursue DEWs at a faster pace. Moreover, owing to the rapid progress of the Chinese

military technology including DEWs, which is marching ahead to militarize space, the other major

defense spenders are also focusing on enhancing their capabilities to maintain edge over the

anticipated Chinese aggressions. Similarly, the DEWs market in Russia has gained momentum

over the past years, which is attributed to its conflicts with the NATO countries and the U.S. anti-

missile defense shields installed in Poland and Romania.  
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Increase in use of DEWs to reduce military operational cost as well as enhance military

capabilities

With the use of DEWs, the military forces are expected to modify the weapon deployment as per

requirements which will require no additional manufacturing or procurement, thereby cutting

operational cost. Furthermore, as the DEWs can be launched using platform generated power; it

will require no additional cost of ammunition. This factor will lead to further reduction in military

operational cost and also enhance the defensive and offensive capabilities of the armed forces.

In addition, the precision and accuracy of DEWs will also uplift the military capabilities and

enable faster and robust military actions using silent, invisible and powerful sources of energy.

Emphasis on these factors by governments will lead to maintaining smaller military forces with

technologically equipped weaponry in future, which will elevate further demand for the same,

worldwide.
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